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with particular reference to Schoenberg’s MODELS FOR BEGINNERS IN
COMPOSITION – MUSIC EXAMPLES, SYLLABUS AND GLOSSARY and his attitude
towards ‘lesser masters’ (his less able pupils) – background, usage and wider
implications.
Introduction
This is my report to the Finzi Trustees: while being neither travelogue nor an
academic paper, I hope it comes near enough between these two types of
report to be of interest to a more general reader while giving some specific
ideas of the inspirational quality of Schoenberg’s teaching ideas and style. It
also highlights the benefits of being a warm, modest and enthusiastic human
being as well as the importance of teachers giving permission to their pupils to
be themselves, the latter being perhaps Schoenberg’s greatest gift as a tutor.
This report, like the project, has no neat beginning-middle-end approach. This
is perhaps appropriate for studying a composer who, I‘ve discovered, was no
respecter of form for its own sake. His favourite method of extending a
composition, modelled upon his respect for Brahms, was developing variation.
One of his preferred words was ‘elaboration’. Coherence by continuing
reference to previous material without exact repetition was key to his
methods of presenting musical ideas. In my own creative workshops, I have
explained these ideas thus: “you can never stand in the same river twice”. I’m
not sure from where/who I pinched this phrase. It sounds like Basho but is
equally suited to this modern context.
Good teaching seems always to use this method of explaining the same thing
from different angles. The old “tell ‘em, tell ’em again, then tell ‘em what
you’ve told ‘em” method works not only because it acknowledges that not
everybody learns in the same way but also because different perspectives
help encourage understanding (doubtless the best route to learning).
Because of my wish to deliver this in something close to a Schoenbergian
manner, this also reflects the presentation style here. Expect some inexact
repetitions…
Note on use of the name.
Schönberg or Schoenberg? The spelling I use tries to be the most appropriate
to the reference at that point, thus the inconsistent usage.

Preamble.
Although a great fan of his music and writings, I had certain reservations
about the composer, the writer and possibly therefore the man and teacher.
Several myths have been dispelled during my research, casting a more
positive light upon some of the more negative ‘appreciations’ of both the
earlier Schönberg and the later, American years Schoenberg as composer,
teacher and, in particular as a man.
To begin therefore with a conclusion, one of the most pleasing parts of this
completely positive and delightful research has been finding out that Arnold
Schoenberg was a warmer, more generous and far humbler person than I
imagined. His great sense of irony and (frequently self-mocking) sense of
humour also were much evident. These are possibly the most overlooked
aspects of his character.
Briefly, and pleasantly, these discoveries clouded my objectivity! The final trip
of this project, my meeting with Andrew Bendefy was, as expected, a
wonderful opportunity to step back and view the wider picture: without that,
this report might have been rather more subjective, possibly even downright
obsequious and schmaltzy!
The travels.
Having contacted the archive at The Arnold Schönberg Center, the very
friendly and helpful archivist who helped with this project established a
visiting schedule with me and agreed to look out the initial materials I wished
to study. The archivist who took responsibility for my visits and requests was
as delightful and kind as all the staff at the Center. I am not usually overawed
by occasion but felt quite nervous about being in this, for me, very unusual
environment so it was especially helpful and pleasing to be put at ease in such
a professional and friendly manner.
The visits focused upon the typescripts and Schoenberg’s own annotated
copies of both 1942 (UCLA) and 1943 (Schirmer) editions of the Models for
Beginners in Composition. This publication is central to my project in
understanding how Schoenberg prepared for and taught his ‘less able
masters’.
My first visit was late Spring 2013.
The archive had all the materials ready for me when I arrived and made me
very comfortable and welcome in the archive with a large desk to myself for
the duration. I was also given free access to the library while I was there:
particularly useful on my second visit.
My appointed archivist welcomed me and asked if I was aware that a scholar
from the USA was working on a new edition of the textbook. He seemed
relieved to understand that, although I did not know, I found it very

interesting and that I was not working towards a new edition, but interested
in studying the archive material with a view to understanding Schoenberg’s
teaching methods, particularly with those students who would not become
well-known or professional composers. The American researcher had been
there the previous week, so I had just missed him. The archivist suggested
that we could be useful to each other and kindly offered me the researcher’s
contact details, as it was possible we could be useful to each other…
…this was the kind of contact I hoped to establish: on my return I contacted
him and, although his area of study is working towards the publication of a
new edition rather than the specific practical aspects of interest to me, we are
having a useful dialogue and both see that these materials could have future
uses as well as being instructive and illuminating to study as historical
documents. I have passed on some of my findings in using the materials and
teaching methods with beginner students in small workshop sessions.
The materials: typescripts and manuscripts.
There was more material - and rather more detailed material – than I had
hoped for and expected. The archive possesses copies of two typescripts as
well as supplementary material (such as correspondence, telegrams, galley
proof correction forms) from the Eastman School of Music collection of
originals held at Rochester, USA.
The main thrust of this part of the study was to understand how Schoenberg
prepared the second edition of the text, the first edition being a small
university ‘publication’ and not for widespread use. The Schirmer edition was
designed for universal usage so Schoenberg was taking great pains to ensure
its inherent comprehensibility. The difference between a textbook handed out
and overseen by its author and one published for general use is enormous.
Schoenberg was very keen to be understood and worked hard at clarity of
meaning. He was deferential to his editor where he felt the advice improved
the intelligibility as well as adamant about preserving his own terminology and
phrasing if he felt this was best. The attention to detail and care that
Schoenberg invested in this little publication is extraordinary. Many
commentators seem to regard this as one of his least important pieces of
work; it is even left out of some ‘complete’ bibliographies of his works. Yet for
its author, this work is equal to any other of his endeavours. He certainly
wished his less able students to benefit from as rigorous a textbook as he
could manage.
This insight - effectively being allowed to experience Schoenberg working with
his material and with his publisher – has informed and changed my view of
Schoenberg as a teacher. My partial understanding of German helped more
than I envisaged: Schoenberg’s word order in English sometimes appears
eccentric. Knowledge of German word order instantly made sense of this
aspect of the typescripts and comments.

It was interesting and touching to see the small changes in phrases and
alterations to certain words. In the original there is a more exploratory
approach, words used often exuding less confidence than the final text. A
politeness and courtesy are present (this seems very Austrian), often changed
later to more definitive phraseology. On the other hand, he seems wary of
being too dictatorial, altering a word here and there to soften the instructions
so that they feel less like rules and more like recommendations. Reading the
few and rather scattered records of his classes with students, this seems to
fall into line with his delivery in classes.
There is great humility when discovering his own errors, describing what seem
like small slips as ‘grave mistakes’ and apologizing to his editor profusely.
He is also very grateful for opportunities to improve on the original typescript
and as enthusiastic, immediately after publication, to revise and improve the
text towards further editions.
His passion over type faces, point sizes and their weight seems fussy by
anyone’s standards. This great concern with what the pages look like is tied up
with his sense of the relative importance of aspects of the task in hand. He
wanted the pupil immediately and instinctively to understand, simply by the
layout of the page and the style of each heading and sub-heading, the
significance of each subject and characteristic of what they are learning.
There is, I believe, a direct relationship between this in written text and
Schoenberg’s use of Hauptstimme and Nebenstimme markings to show the
relative importance of primary and subsidiary voices in musical scores. Clarity
and comprehensibility were always among Schoenberg’s main concerns.
The materials: Schoenberg’s annotated copies.
My main interest was in Schoenberg’s markings in his own copies of the
printed books. Although I’d learned far more, particularly about the man,
from the typescripts, these were a fascinating and enthralling bonus: I cannot
explain the excitement of sitting down at the archive desk with the pile of
Schoenberg’s own annotated copies of this book that the archivist had looked
out for me.
The archive houses all of Schoenberg’s own copies of the textbooks (Models
for Beginners in Composition is a slender but two-volume work), some heavily
annotated. There were more than I had expected and all were made available
to me. Schoenberg evidently viewed this work as incomplete: the second
edition was a chance to improve the material. It is interesting how very selfcritical he could be when describing corrections and improvements to his
original text. He was a great note-maker, so I expected to find the kind of
information useful to me more in his afterthoughts than in his planning and
preparation.
His markings clearly show that he envisaged at least one further edition, if not
more.

The cover of his own main copy of the Schirmer edition has, in Schoenberg’s
characteristic red crayon, the comment:
revised edition
September 1943
correcting a few of the
many errors still there
There is also some supplementary material, by way of demonstration, not
included in either edition of the published textbooks. This includes evidence
of Schoenberg’s neat musical handwriting. He was keen that students should
learn to write very presentable and clear notation. There is a vivid contrast
between his ability to do this and the rather less transparent sketchy
handwriting and notation when he appeared to be making hurried notes.
A further ‘wow’ factor!
I was surprised and delighted to be given original copies and manuscripts
rather than the microfilm or microfiche I’d expected. I therefore thought I’d
have to wear the archive standard white gloves, but this was not deemed
necessary. Very few people have studied my chosen material; I felt a very
direct connection, far more special but similar to playing the lute from copies
of the handwritten Dowland tablatures. I’ve always had a fascination with
composers’ autograph scores and their facsimiles. This was wonderful: the
thrill of handling Schoenberg’s own copies of books and his original
manuscripts felt a great honour while also giving me great focus on learning as
much from this material as possible. In this frame of mind, concentration for
long periods became extremely easy.
Notes.
Many productive hours were spent at the archive, where I was treated
extremely kindly. Filling two notebooks with notes and copying down
material, the time went very quickly. There were also opportunities to buy
useful scores and books at the Center’s shop as well as from the Universal
Edition and Doblinger music shops in Vienna.
My own copies of the Schirmer edition of the text central to my studies
travelled with me so I could cross-reference this in the evenings. At this stage I
felt, as expected, unfamiliar with this kind of work. Because of this, part of my
note-taking and thought process was to ensure that my summer workshop exploring, with beginner students, what I had so far learned and understood –
would help towards planning my second visit to Vienna in September. My first
visit would doubtless throw up further questions and research ideas, so the
summer months would be a time to focus upon the further studies I would
inevitably require after this first acquaintance with the typescripts.

Zentralfriedhof.
On the final day of this first trip, we took the train to Simmering.

Standing in the shadow of Schönberg.
Photograph: Gill Summers June 2013

• The cemetery visit was a recommended visit by the Trustees. Despite its
name, the Zentralfriedhof is out of the city, in the Simmering district.
The train passes by it on the way from the airport. It is a very easy trip,

just a few stops from the city by train. The walk from the local station to
the nearest entrance is short; the walk to the section with composers’
graves rather longer. The vastness of the cemetery took a while to sink
in.
I’m very grateful for the recommendation: having handled and studied
Schoenberg’s typescripts, books, notes and manuscripts this was – as
Gill pointed out, the closest I could get to the person himself! Within a
few yards were Beethoven, Schubert, Brahms, Wolf, Ligeti (a visit to his
extraordinary, simple and beautiful grave was on the particular
recommendation of the archivist at the Center). Also there are the
graves of some composers who have fascinated me for many years such
as Apostel and Krenek. When we arrived we were the only people there.
The Mozart memorial attracts many visitors and there was soon a small
gathering, some people very animated, others reflective. Nearby there
are the gravestones of many more composers and other musicians, as
well as painters, architects, writers, and other great minds. The area is
well attended with companies running businesses keeping the graves
tidy and stocked with flowers. We walked in, and back, through the
Jewish section. The atmosphere here was very different – a stark
contrast. Very moving was the neglect, many graves overgrown and
hardly any kept in good repair. We wondered where Schönberg really
belonged. The experience was almost overwhelming in what was an
amazing, exciting, inspirational and humbling visit to Vienna.
Ausstellung (exhibition).
After the cemetery visit we made our way back to Vienna and, having made all
the notes I needed at this time, spent some time at the then current
Schönberg Center exhibition. These Ausstellungen change regularly: on display
were some of Schoenberg’s paintings and other visual materials together with
paintings and artworks inspired by Schoenberg. Included at the end of the
exhibition were audio visual records of performances in the intimate space of
the Center’s library of many new pieces, with some fascinating interaction
from some young audience members and a great deal of enjoyment from the
performers. Scores of each piece were displayed.
After this, there was just enough time before the Center closed for the day to
visit its shop and buy more scores, including some late choral music and a
fascinating early piece that included a facsimile.
Testing and using the research.
In August I offered some subsidized theory workshops at my teaching
premises in Warminster with a variety of students - from local beginners to

teachers from further afield and a post graduate from Leeds - using as my
method Schoenberg’s Models and his ideas as I understood them. One
particular session was devoted to the first few pages of the Models textbook
with complete beginners in composition, some new to music notation. This
was highly successful with very varied and characterful results: the students
were surprised how well their short fledgling pieces expressed their own
personalities. Pupils felt they were very safely being guided through some
principles that were easy to grasp, while it was a simple matter to give them
confidence to just try something without fearing mistakes.
A new lucidity and transparency.
Reflecting upon this experience, the wisdom of my two visits became very
apparent. I wanted then not only to look at the typescripts again but also to
explore other aspects of Schoenberg’s attitude towards less able students. I
was also very interested in this notorious 12-tone composer’s very clearheaded and almost obsessional take on tonal harmony and in why his
teaching, especially in his later years, concentrated upon this. Schoenberg has
often been accused of pushing his own methods of composing upon his
students; what I had found so far pointed to exactly the opposite. It has also
been suggested that he was far stricter with his students than he was with
himself when composing; again, I was finding this to be far from the truth.
Both of these false ideas were expounded in a recent BBC television series
(based upon distortions of biographical and musical history), so it was
especially exciting to find overwhelmingly clear evidence of a very different
person. Schoenberg was creative when teaching; he expected and enthused
his pupils to be the same. He was not concerned about their results being
pleasing to him: he was almost fanatical that they should be true to
themselves, only accepting work where the student was satisfied that they
had expressed exactly as they had wished and intended. He saw no point at all
in note-spinning: there are several instances of his scholars relating his
uncanny ability instantly to point out the very bar of music where they had
run out of genuine ideas and simply filled in something – although perfectly
technically correct - by rote.
Next.
In the light of this, I sent further requests to inspect more material in the
archive. I was surprised to find that Schönberg did not own a copy of Reger’s
Modulationlehre – or at least the archive did not have a record of one. All the
other materials I requested were there and awaited my visit.
September visit.
Having been told upon arrival that all my requests were ready for me, I asked
if there was anything else in the archive collection that might help my studies.

The archivist did not think so and very modestly said ‘I think you now know
more about this than we do’.
Dika Newlin’s books and more.
Her book of recollections Schoenberg Remembered is culled from her diaries
and made during her studies with Schoenberg. It is a loving and reverential
book, and therefore perhaps unique among all the books about him. The
memories also contained therein are useful and illuminating. It does not take
long to realize that the book tells us at least as much about Dika Newlin, a
very strong and exceptional character, as it does about Schoenberg.
Her book Bruckner Mahler Schoenberg was published in Schoenberg’s lifetime
so I was interested in his own copies – the archive possesses two: the
inscribed copy presented by the author to him and his other copy, annotated
by him.
My own copies of this and the Models textbook I have marked up as per
Schoenberg’s annotations…a bit devotional and nerdy perhaps but handy for
reference.
Schoenberg’s markings (and perhaps later markings - including on a scrap of
paper acting as a bookmark perhaps - possibly by Eduard Steuermann*?)
*I consulted the archivist about some of the handwriting that I thought not to be
Schoenberg’s; he agreed and could not confirm whose handwriting it was but
suggested Steuermann as very likely

show that Dika Newlin’s comments about her teacher’s ideas did not always
match Schoenberg’s own thoughts.
During further research into the Eastman typescripts, some of Schoenberg’s
comments and marginalia I now looked upon with fresh awareness. In
particular I understood more about Schoenberg’s attention to detail and was
in turn able to focus in a more detailed way upon the materials, feeling quite
at home with them now.
In this picture, the entrance to the Arnold Schönberg Center is on the extreme
right, under the long and tall blue banner.
The library is behind the second balcony window above the front of the
building, the part of the archive room - where I am working when this
photograph was taken - is behind the window to the right of that when looking
at the picture.

Photograph: Gill Summers September 2013

Other materials: encouraging lesser masters.
Schoenberg wrote some essay notes towards an article that was finally
entitled Encouraging the Mediocre. At this time he had been taking classes in
bookbinding and the result of this hobby was reflected in the little notebook
he made for these notes. It is an extraordinary fabrication, made from various
materials with leaves of varying sizes and types of paper.
Until this point, I had handled mainly typescripts and printed copy with
Schoenberg’s handwritten notes and annotations, so this handmade and
handwritten object felt very special.
The thrust of the piece was more about giving time and space to less famous
and less celebrated composers; we might call them artisan composers I
suppose. Schoenberg’s view was that they were unfairly ignored and that in
some ways they were the lifeblood of music. I believe this also sheds light
upon his view of music students. He was keen on the amateur learning and
having the chances to learn. This is documented, if a little tricky to find
sometimes, frequently buried in footnotes with quotations from anonymous
pupils. At about the time of his move to Mödling, just outside Vienna, in his
45th year, he was experimenting with various remarkably generous
educational ideas such as establishing a course of composition seminars in
which the students themselves decided what to pay as a fee, according to
their means, ensuring that anyone and everyone could afford to attend. He
also ran a series of ten rehearsals with a chamber orchestra so that
composition pupils could learn by observing his conducting of the musicians
and from his comments on the piece (his own first Chamber Symphony).
There was no final performance, so no occasion for the general public to hear
the result of the rehearsals nor for any ticket sales for the composer’s benefit.
Other materials: how can a music student earn a living?
I studied several typescripts of an essay on music students making a living, the
subject of one of the delights Schoenberg found in America. It is an interesting
aside, illuminating the theme of my research. His view expressed here that all
skills and experience in life help and that there is no wasted time to regret is
borne out in comments made by various pupils. His teaching sessions were
often about far more than music. The importance he attached to people being
self-motivated and learning to depend upon themselves is also very evident.
An interesting digression is his assertion that idealism need not be
compromised by the earning of money.
Other materials: Models – a list.
One item on my wish list for my second visit was labelled ‘Models’. The
archivist presented this with a smile, asking me if I thought this somehow
related to my chosen text and pointing out that it was perhaps not what I was
expecting. It was a nice humourous moment: the file contained one page. This
was a typed list:

MODELS etc
2 library ladders
a chair, also to be used as a ladder
3 models to draw five lines at once
original drawing of an “EX LIBRIS” and 3 copies
3 packages of original designs of playing cards,one of them
is a copy made by myself
Model of a transportable music stand, designed for the
Kolisch-Quartett,which later did not use any stands.
Model to convince a dentist
Klubhausschrank
Material für Schachfiguren
Ständer für Reihen
i.e. a list of actual physical models of a handful of his inventions and ideas for
equipment and games. Humour of the moment aside, this was also
enlightening about what Schoenberg meant by, and how he used models.
Incidentally, the dentist reference is to a set of false teeth that he made to
show his dentist a better design after noticing that the false teeth his dentist
had supplied did not fit well.
Other references.
During this second visit I filled four notebooks with notes and copies of
manuscripts. His essays, notes and other writings that relate to the subject
matter of my research were revealing. Getting to know the Center’s library
meant that I understood and appreciated the resources available: I was able
to spend some time looking up new references found in some of the
correspondence from the archive. Some rarer books and journals in the ASC
library also proved valuable, in particular an unpublished dissertation by
Robert Suderburg from 1966. I intended to try to contact him. Upon my return
to the UK, I was saddened to find that he had died early in 2013.
It was pleasing therefore to bring back a notebook full of references in the
dissertation, which gave me plenty of food for thought on the subject of this
‘dodecaphonic’ composer’s firm roots in tonality.

Some results in sound.
I wrote some pieces (duets) using two (tonal) principles of Schoenberg’s of
which I felt the research had given me new understanding and found the
writing came even quicker than my usual fairly fluid pace.
Upon our return, my wife tried out the pieces with a friend and found them
easy to comprehend and pleasant to play.
It was also gratifying that musicians from very different backgrounds and of
very mixed ability (from beginner to professional) found great pleasure in my
arrangement of an early violin and piano piece of Schönberg’s for a small
mandolin and guitar orchestra (two instruments he used in his own
arrangements in his Viennese days).
The Center - beyond the call of duty.
On my return, I found that the archivist had photographed much of the
material, everything in which I was especially interested, sending me special
emails with attachments allowing me access to these photographs.
Visit to Andrew Bendefy.
In mid October we travelled to St Albans for my visit to Andrew Bendefy. I
wished to use his particular expertise to test my ideas about Schoenberg’s
methods and how they work as well as explore aspects of his character as a
tutor. His insights into how people learn (or why they don’t) and his
knowledge of what contributes towards successful learning (as well as wider
aspects of personal development) are important to me for understanding
what makes a good teacher. Teachers often employ good teaching principles
and methods that – while knowing that they work well – they do not fully
comprehend. Andrew’s wisdom and experience cast light upon successful
practice. That he works outside the field of music I find an advantage. In
explaining musical particulars to him, I often clarify details to myself in greater
depth than I realized I understood. Andrew is a true educator, drawing out
what is already there, enhancing in the process.
Among the answers to my questions were some more questions and ideas for
further research and consideration.
Models.
It is evident that Schönberg preferred to teach by model as that is how he
learned. His tuition methods and ideas changed perhaps surprisingly little
from his early days in Vienna to his last years in California. Other composers
refer to this too, such as Pierre Boulez and Ernst Krenek. There is evidence
that Purcell also believed this to be the best method and advocated such
(Musical Creativity in Restoration England, Rebecca Herissone, 2013).

Schönberg placed great emphasis upon comprehension and clarity: although
he claimed to have learned most from Mozart, his own favourite model
composer, he recommended studying Beethoven to his ‘less able masters’
pupils, as he felt that Beethoven was a simpler composer, particularly in the
piano sonatas.
Models or examples; learning by error; finding a voice.
Schönberg was not at all keen (this is an understatement!) that his pupils
wrote as he did; again, this was an aspect of his teaching that followed him to
the US. Adamant that pupils mean what they write, he possessed an uncanny
ability to pick out bars and phrases where the student had not written from
the heart. He also encouraged pupils to try things out and learn from their
mistakes. There are comparisons with Johann Fux here.
We are missing out.
This is one area where I feel that modern education, and creative music in
general, is missing out. There are now very few places, very little time or
opportunity for creative musicians to learn by making their own errors. By
allowing few safe environments for composers to explore and experiment, we
have produced, strangely, a world in which composers play safe. This is
happening in popular music as well as ‘art/concert/serious’ musics and is
evident in education at GCSE and A levels.
A recent survey of students (Music Teacher magazine November 2013 issue)
showed that students felt their A level education underprepared them for
higher education and that they wished for prospects for more in depth
knowledge. Daniel Barenboim has said that America has no real music
education and the inference is that this applies to the UK.
There is certainly very little sense of urgency.
Schoenberg would find a situation familiar to him perhaps: his response would
be quickly to do something about it.
Success, appreciation, respect.
He was highly successful as a teacher and highly regarded by his pupils.
Most had extraordinary loyalty towards him – probably a result of his great
loyalty towards them (mutual respect was a preoccupation with him) and as
recognition of the huge efforts he put into his teaching (far beyond the call of
duty).
His pupils also often commented that they learned more than just harmony,
music theory or even general musicianship from him; that his lessons
embodied the whole of life.

Ear training.
Schoenberg set out four main subjects at the start of his textbook, the most
important principle of which was ear training. At the end of the book he states
clearly that ear training is the chief result of studying composition from his
book.
By studying his typescripts and annotated copies, and by giving workshops
using the material in the light of this, I have understood how this works – and
without the student having to spend hours in studying aural skills in order to
achieve this. Having focused upon this in my own tuition for many years, it is
valuable to grasp a different approach to this and to have some new subtleties
to use when teaching both creative work and aural skills. All the time with
Schoenberg, comprehensibility was paramount – since all teachers can at
times become bogged down in their own subject and lose the wood for the
trees, it is good to have Schoenberg’s voice in my ear reminding me to remain
clear.
Having been introduced, with a colleague at a London College of Music
seminar as ‘two people who are doing some of the most important research in
Europe on aural training’ (embarrassing at the time until we realized that we
were doing some of the only research), I wish to explore this subject further…
The future for me: further practical research, workshops, etc.
Further workshops with beginners in composition are planned for December
2013, January 2014 and August 2014.
Having filled a notebook with observations, I look forward to adding to this
and to passing on my findings to teachers beyond my local network.
What is most apparent is that the methods and materials produce good
results very quickly, the main effect of which is student confidence, and
therefore an eagerness for continuation coupled with a palpable enthusiasm
for trying further examples for themselves without direct supervision.
The sense that I try to impart is that there can be no such thing as a mistake
when learning as even the worst possible outcome is something from which
to learn. Schoenberg’s methods and materials help engender this and create a
safe environment for the pupil to make very quick progress. I believe this is
visible when looking at Alban Berg’s exercises in composition when he studied
with Schönberg; all progress is relative and all music seems to me to be work
in progress so this is as relevant to a less able/ambitious student as it is to a
master-in-the-making such as Berg.
My Schoenberg day course (Understanding Schoenberg: why bother? April
2014) at Dillington House (adult education centre) was planned before the
Finzi Trust Scholarship Award; it will now include references to this research

as well as a session where those attending the lecture tutorial day will take
part in a practical experience, sampling Schoenberg’s teaching methods and
writing their own short piece. This will bring enjoyable illumination; the Finzi
Scholarship experience is certainly helping me plan a more informed day,
bringing not only the pleasures of some of his lesser known works, but also
offering far greater insight into the man and teacher.
Conclusion?
This project was undertaken with a very open mind. Some academics
predicted that my conclusions would be highly critical of the way in which
composition is taught in formal institutions now in the UK. This mode of
thinking struck me as strange: to work towards any kind of negative
conclusion was certainly no aim of mine. If anything, I expected to find some
very personal, perhaps even eccentric (and refreshing) methods. If the
occasional bright nugget could be used now and more generally, then this
would be enough to warrant the research.
The BIG conclusion.
The conclusion that is clear is that Schoenberg’s methods are far more
universal in many ways. The project title indicates an investigation into how a
creative musician taught his subject. These methods are of interest to those
starting out composing and applicable to many styles: pop, rock, jazz and hip
hop as well as ‘classical’ music. What is most extraordinary is that
Schoenberg’s teaching - and learning - was evidently about more than music;
it was about the whole life experience. He was able to bring a world view to
shed light on the smallest musical detail and also to use even the most
seemingly trivial musical point to illuminate philosophical and political
concepts. What began as an investigation into how a composer used his
creative genius to teach has turned into an appreciation of a warm, generous
giver of permission for people to be themselves and have the courage (and
technique) to express themselves clearly. His humour was often so dry that
commentators have, I believe, misconstrued his meanings. He was prophetic
that he would be misunderstood, particularly that subsequent generations of
musicologists would focus upon his substantial mental powers rather than
upon his big heart. Some of these misunderstandings have been deliberately
engineered, attempting to put a benevolent, considerate and unstintingly
creative person in a poor light. This I am sure would cause him to smile, rather
wryly.
For me this has been the great discovery in this journey.
Schoenberg’s methods seem to me more logical than other approaches to
teaching composition, harmony and general musicianship. While these other
methods might be considered more traditional (whatever that might mean), I

believe Schoenberg’s to have very strong roots, recalling Fux, Purcell, and
older Austrian traditions in which, for example, music was taught by ear then,
once learned, the notation was shown (‘The Educational Practises of
Benedictine Nuns: A Salzburg Abbey Case Study’ Cynthia J. Cyrus in Music
Education in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance ed., Weiss et al).
Postamble.
It is ironic that someone who so often put comprehensibility above all else
should be the subject of so many (often deliberate and even very recent)
smoke screens and so much prejudice, both from the general music-loving
public and from those who should (know better, as well as) be promoting
listening.
Finzi – Schoenberg: any links or common ground?
After meeting the Trustees at the RIBA building in January, I began to wonder
if Finzi and Schoenberg had anything in common. It is on record that Finzi
attended a concert with a Schönberg piece in it but I’ve been unable to trace
any reaction.
Here are a few observations of my own, some very much influenced by my
discoveries in Vienna this year.
Both were vocal (song, choral) composers with an exceptional ear for natural
speech patterns, rhythms and intervals. As an aside, I heard this year – from
someone who should know better – the following comment: “the problem
with Schoenberg is that he didn’t write any vocal music”. This is an
extraordinary remark about a composer whose output was far more than 50%
choral, song or operatic!
Both were passionate about many aspects of life, in and out of music…with a
universal rather than nationalistic belief in music of their own countries.
Both were self-taught, well-read respecters of musical tradition and believers
in self-education and in being formed/informed by learning and creativity
rather than DNA/genes or inheritance (especially Finzi in the biological sense;
Schoenberg more so from the point of view of academic inheritance).
Both were enthusiastic about encouraging amateur adults and in the
importance of amateur musicians
Both supported musicians of all ages and abilities in striving for the best that
they could achieve.

Both were great believers in that everyone and anyone can make and partake
in music (Schoenberg particularly composition and singing; Finzi particularly
singing and performing).
Both had considerable interests outside music – apples, inventions, sport and
games. For some reason, this reminded me of Hildegard von Bingen’s recipes
Nervenkeks and Energiekeks (biscuits for soothing the nerves and those that
give energy). This was touched upon during a course I gave - with an ear
musician colleague - introducing orchestral players to improvisation this
Autumn, much to their delight; after the course I sent her recipe to each
participant!
The two composers share in other ways: they have been underappreciated
and misunderstood by the music world.
I discovered that Finzi is not even mentioned in Vinton’s encyclopedic
dictionary of twentieth century composers, and has yet to receive the
recognition he deserves.
Schoenberg on the other hand was (and still is) more likely to be attacked
than ignored. Both composers suffer from their music being too rarely heard
(some of Schoenberg’s most accessible music seems never to be played; a
colleague, not a special fan, wondered if there is a conspiracy to ensure that
the myth that Schoenberg only wrote ‘difficult’ music remains).
As an interesting aside, Finzi and Schoenberg seem often to attract
appreciation from outside the music establishment. Both have a wider appeal
to the non-specialist: during research I found that Clive Dunn, Dad’s Army
actor, chose Schoenberg’s piano concerto as one of his desert island discs,
while cricket commentator and wine aficionado John Arlott’s choice of one of
Finzi’s songs stands out amongst a diverse mix of material. In a book review
defending Schoenberg against a worse-than-ridiculous character assassination
from Howard Goodall, an admittedly non-specialist reviewer in The Scotsman
cites the same piano concerto as a personal favourite.
Both composers are no strangers to misunderstanding and ignorance. In
recent conversations - with a collector of recordings, a lecturer on composers
and a keen adult student who attends many music appreciation courses - I
had the following (perhaps unsurprising) responses:
“Schoenberg? He’s difficult.”
“How much have you heard?”
“Oh, I don’t own any CDs or listen to his music.”
“Why not?”
“I’ve been told it’s not worth it.”

“Finzi? Sorry, I don’t like Italian composers…”
“A course on Schoenberg? That’s appalling. How dreadful.”
“What pieces do you know?”
“Well, of course I’ve never heard any.”
To my mind, both are great composers and great musical craftsmen who put
genuine feeling in music before any theory. They were also generous,
enthusiastic and encouraging towards others.
Bibliography?
Despite my referencing many academic books and journals and referring to a
small number of books in this report, a bibliography does not seem
appropriate here. Many of the books that inform my research into music
education are about other subjects. Other than the main text, the book I
referred to most during this research is a history of football tactics –
specifically, the formation of players on the field and their frequently fluid
roles throughout the history of the game – called Inverting the Pyramid.
Schoenberg, a tennis and chess fan, would understand the strong connections
to be found, I am sure.
see below for an end piece and biographicals…
“Musical education remains an area badly in need of further investigations.”
Jessie Ann Owens in Composers at Work: The Craft of Musical Composition
1450-1600 (1997)

Auf Weiderschauen. Our final September 2013 view of the rain-swept Arnold
Schönberg Center (the window ajar makes it look as if it has an eye open):

Photograph: Al Summers September 2013

Biographical suffix.
There are so many interesting things to do: as an eight-year-old introduced to
the piano and recorder, my enthusiasm was quickly directed towards music
theory, its grade exams a far greater pleasure than learning an instrument.
Later fascinations with the illogicality and wonderful, infinite possibilities of
the lute and guitar grabbed my attention while still playing second fiddle to
my love of writing music for others to play.
I’d been intent on a career playing football in winter and cricket in summer. It
was unlikely I’d make a big league and might manage both at fairly low
professional levels: judging by some early trials, the attention I received and
the general level at which I played (usually in teams with older children) as
well as talking to professional sportsmen who survived on this combination, it
seemed a feasible and realistic aim. At the age of nine a surprising diagnosis of
a hole-in-the-heart put a sudden end to this ambition. Music was the obvious
next choice. My grammar school declared me ‘tone deaf’ (despite good grade
certificates, earned privately of course, and before my ’11-plus’ exam). The
music teacher there blocked me attending ‘O’ level music classes. Thus there
was no school music training - until I walked into an A level class some years
later and sat down, refusing to leave.
As a teenager, school wished me to aim at studying law, my parents backing
this idea with little knowledge and no experience of education beyond the age
of 14. It seemed like the boy was going to do good! On hearing the first two
bars of Schoenberg’s Violin Concerto my mind was made up. The detail wasn’t
clear (although never fired by money, I was already earning cash to pay for my
own lessons, manuscript paper and instrument strings by teaching – and was
passionate about it) but I knew where I wanted to go professionally.
The route to take was unclear and the more obvious (and, with hindsight, less
useful) academic path looked to be blocked*.
*My father, a police constable, had dealt with an incident where my form
teacher had been found guilty of killing a motorcyclist by dangerous driving:
the teacher took me aside one day at school and told he would ensure I never
be accepted by any university. I already knew I could earn a living from
teaching music as I was running a successful tuition business in my spare time.
My own education evidently required focus on an alternative route.
A book of Schoenberg’s writings, Style and Idea, was published by Faber in
1975: I remember the excitement of waiting for publication day after asking
(months earlier) the local bookshop to order it, the full £17.50 price being
demanded as payment in advance. It was an understandable request as this
was way more than half of an average bookseller’s weekly wage at that time.
Reading this book was illuminating and helped me comprehend so much as
well as enabling me to see that there was an infinite amount still to learn;
while it was clear that there was much that went right over my head at the
time, the optimism that – with enough effort and patience – I might one day

understand and appreciate some of the finer points (and bigger concepts)
filled me with energy and enthusiasm.
Our A level tutor declared that music had ceased with Debussy; the peers in
the classroom concurred. Although I gained some grudging and mocking
respect after a while for some raw insights into twentieth century music, the
main consequence of this lonely and unsupported situation was a greater
determination and a keenness for self-motivated research, albeit using the
limited means at my disposal. I was determined to know more and to use this
to become a better, more appropriate and communicative musician and - in
particular - teacher. At this stage my only solid role model was Schönberg and
what little knowledge I had of him through a small handful of scores, the
occasional Radio Three broadcast, a volume of selected letters and a book of
his essays and talks.
During my second and final year studying for A level exams, I worked at
another school on the other side of town teaching children, some of my own
age, who the instrumental tutor there found too difficult. I enjoyed this knack
of finding the positive, creative and gentle sides to people with learning and
behavioural difficulties and this manifestly influenced the large amount of
time spent involved in various types of ‘community’ music.
By perseverance*, I attended music college, unofficially studying the lute
(under cover of guitar, piano and teacher training studies).
*those who wish to put short term obstacles in front of people often
effectively perform long term favours …as per Schoenberg’s comment when
accepting an award late in life “I wish to thank my enemies…”
Sometimes obstacles are our stepping stones.
Having milked college education dry for a year, it was clear that the research I
required needed access to books and scores beyond those found in the
college library, excellent though this was: I wrote to three dozen bookshops
and took a job at the one that offered staff the largest discount on scholarly
books and for some years enjoyed a fairly stress-free job with simple and rigid
hours that offered me plenty of quiet evenings and nights in which to study,
read and compose – making plenty of mistakes and learning a great deal from
that. I have been fortunate in meeting some great minds on the way and
learning from them. Working independently gave me better access to
uncluttered thought and the ability to work with and teach those outside the
usual established circles. It is not the only route and certainly not the best
direction for everyone: in retrospect, for me, it is difficult to imagine a more
effective one in teaching me what I wanted to know.
If someone had told me then, in the mid 1970s that, in my mid-fifties, I would
have the opportunity to study Schoenberg’s manuscripts and typescripts in an
archive in Vienna (I did not travel further north or east than Bristol until my
18th year), I would have been unbelieving.
This has been a thrilling opportunity.

Potted biographical note.
Born 1957.
Gave first music lesson 1972.
A varied and busy career (including in the book trade and publishing), mainly
in music and most of that in education and community music.
Several hundred performances of pieces as a composer: most for specific
occasions and often for specific performers.
Many interests in and out of music, currently including cycling and there is a
small matter of a growing collection of metal pencil sharpeners…
Many publications (mostly booklets on musical theory or tuition subjects),
including the useful doorstop Creative Music Manual published by Luniver
Press in 2009.

